In this paper multilayer perceptron (MLP) approach to condition-based maintenance of combined diesel-electric and gas (CODLAG) marine propulsion system is presented. By using data available in UCI, online machine learning repository, MLPs for prediction of gas turbine (GT) and GT compressor decay state coefficients are designed. Aforementioned MLPs are trained and tested by using 11 934 samples, of which 9 548 samples are used for training and 2 386 samples are used testing. In the case of GT decay state coefficient prediction, the lowest mean relative error of 0.622 % is achieved if MLP with one hidden layer of 50 artificial neurons (AN) designed with Tanh activation function is utilized. This configuration achieves the best results if it is trained by using L-BFGS solver. In the case of GT compressor decay state coefficient, the best results are achieved if MLP is designed with four hidden layers of 100, 50, 50 and 20 ANs, respectively. This configuration is designed by using Logistic sigmoid activation function. The lowest mean relative error of 1.094 % is achieved if MLP is trained by using L-BFGS solver.
Introduction
With the ever-rising trend of computer utilization in complex engineering problems solving, a possibility of implementing computer technology for solving maintenance problems arises. Maintenance can be defined as a set of operations performed with aim to restore the functionality of an item [1] , and it can be divided into two basic types • Corrective maintenance and • Preventive maintenance.
Corrective maintenance is a failure-driven maintenance, and it is performed in cases when the item is showing signs of malfunctioning [2] . In other words, corrective maintenance is maintenance performed on principle "fix it when it brakes". Such approach can often produce high maintenance costs due to equipment price, ship delay, etc [3] . On the other hand, preventive maintenance can provide in-time action from the maintenance aspect and can significantly reduce maintenance costs [4] . One approach to preventive maintenance is to perform condi-tion-based maintenance. Condition-based maintenance is maintenance approach that makes decision according to monitored parameters of the process or the object [5] . Decision is often performed by using artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms [6] [7] [8] . Condition-based (preventive) maintenance can be also successfully used in marine propulsion systems or its components.
Marine propulsion systems in worldwide fleet nowadays are primarily based on diesel engines of any type [9, 10] . The dominant presence of diesel engines enables the development of different numerical models for research and analysis of their operating parameters [11] , for optimization of their processes [12] and for investigation of reducing its emissions [13, 14] .
In some parts of shipping transport industry, the steam propulsion systems have still maintained a dominant role, as in a transport of liquefied natural gas (LNG) [15, 16] . The basic elements of such propulsion systems are steam turbines -main [17] and auxiliary [18] along with all of its components necessary for operation [19] . However, the volume of diesel engines utilization in this part of shipping transport industry is rapidly increasing, due to utilization of dual fuel diesel engines [20] .
Along with mentioned ones, it should be noted that new marine propulsion systems which are based on various combinations of gas turbine, steam turbine and diesel engine (or more of them) are currently under the development [21, 22] . Such complex systems integrate in one engine room several benefits of each propulsion element in a current combination. Usually, one of many goals in front of such complex marine propulsion systems is reducing overall emissions from the ship [23] . One of such new complex marine propulsion systems is combined dieselelectric and gas (CODLAG) in which electrical motor (driven by diesel-generator) and gas turbine (or more of them) simultaneously drive main propulsion propeller.
In this paper, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) approach for condition-based maintenance of marine CODLAG propulsion system vital parts -gas turbine (GT) and GT compressor is proposed. MLP is a subclass of artificial neural networks (ANN), based on feedforward architecture [24] . Artificial neural networks are today widely used for solving classification and regression tasks in cancer recognition [25, 26] , sepsis prediction [27] , recognition of marine objects [28] , prediction of marine diesel engine parameters [29] , etc. MLP can be considered as the most popular ANN subclass, due to its high classification [30, 31] and regression performances [32, 33] in problems similar to condition-based maintenance of marine CODLAG propulsion system components.
In this research, a possibility of MLP implementation in tasks of GT and GT compressor decay state coefficients prediction is investigated. From these reasons following questions arises: • Is there a possibility of MLP implementation for GT and GT compressor decay state coefficients prediction? • How various hyperparameters affect MLP predictive performance? • How solver type influences MLP predictive performance?
2 Materials and methods
Dataset description
In this paper, dataset in regard of combined diesel-electric and gas (CODLAG) marine propulsion system which operates in Frigate propulsion plant is used. This dataset is created by using simulation data presented in [6] . On the scheme of CODLAG propulsion system can be seen that propulsion is achieved with combination of electrical motors and GT, Fig. 1 .
Electrical power for the operation of electric motors is produced with diesel engine-powered electrical generators (diesel-generators). Power generated with GT and two electrical motors is used to drive two Frigate propel- GT used in CODLAG propulsion system shown in Fig.  1 is based on two-shaft arrangement with a compressor, high pressure (HP) and low pressure (LP) GT, as presented in Fig. 2 . It can be noticed that power produced with HP GT is used for compressor drive only, while power produced with LP GT is used for ship propulsion, together with power produced by electrical motors. In this configuration, HP GT (along with compressor and combustion chamber) is "gas generator" [34] and LP GT is free power shaft turbine, without any mechanical connection to HP GT (connection is achieved only by the flue gases).
The decay state coefficient can be used as a numerical indicator of the GT and GT compressor condition and it can be used as an indicator of system maintenance needs. Decay of GT and GT compressor is simulated in [6] using MatLab where is concluded that decay of GT and GT compressor is the consequence of fouling. Source of fouling can be found in exhaust gases and oil vapors that produce a layer of impurities on the blades of GT and in impurities of air which enters in GT compressor suction side (regardless of air filter usage). The simulation effect of fouling is, in the case of GT compressor, simulated as a decrease of airflow rate M c and isentropic efficiency η c . In the case of GT, fouling is simulated as gas flow rate decrease.
Dataset described in [6] is publicly available in UCI online machine learning repository and it consists of 16 input parameters and two output parameters, shown in Table 1 . It should be noted that in decay state coefficients analysis, from this point on, term gas turbine (GT) is related to both turbine cylinders (HP and LP). 
Multilayer perceptron (MLP)
For the purpose of this research, MLP is used. MLP is a type of feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) which is characterized with three different layer types:
• input layer,
• hidden layer and • output layer.
If MLP is well designed, it can distinguish data that is not linearly separable. Because of this property, MLP can be utilized for solving various regression and classification problems [35] . Every artificial neuron (AN), the key build- [35] . Every artificial neuron (AN), the key build-. Every artificial neuron (AN), the key build-Every artificial neuron (AN), the key building element of each MLP, is designed by using activation function [36] . Output of each AN is defined by activation function (Y):
where u represents a sum of all AN weights (w i ) multiplied with all input values (x i ):
.
(2)
In the case of first hidden layer, input values are image pixels values. In this research three basic activation functions are used, and these functions are: Tanh, Logistic sigmoid and ReLU [36 -38] .
Tanh Activation Function
Tanh activation function is, in fact, a hyperbolic tangent function [36] and it can be written as:
where x represents function argument, in case of AN argument is result of the sum, u. This functions maps values from domain interval:
,
into the codomain interval .
Logistic Sigmoid Activation Function
Logistic sigmoid activation function can be written as [39] :
A key difference between Logistic sigmoid and Tanh activation function is that Logistic sigmoid maps all domain values into the co-domain interval: .
In the case when Logistic sigmoid is used, output value will be positive. This does not have to be a case when Tanh activation function is used.
ReLU Activation Function
As a difference of aforementioned activation functions, ReLU activation function does not transform input values [40] . In the case of ReLU activation function, output values will be equal to input values if input values are greater than zero. This property can be written as:
By combining ANs, MLP can be constructed [41] . Block scheme of used MLP is shown in Fig. 3 . In the block scheme of MLP, each circle represents one AN together with sum In order to find relations between input and output values of the described dataset, technique called supervised learning is used. Supervised learning is the machine learning technique that maps input values to paired output value. This is achieved by using optimization algorithms (solvers). In the case of this research, three different solvers are utilized, and these are: • Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) [42] , • Stochastic gradient descent algorithm (SGD) [43] and • Adaptive learning rate optimization algorithm (Adam) [44] . In this research, six different configurations of MLP hidden layers are designed. All configurations are shown in Table 2 , where first column represents numerical designation of each configuration. In other columns (2-5), number of neurons is shown for each hidden layer respectively. On this way, six different configurations of MLP are designed.
Research methodology
For the analysis performed in this paper, 54 different MLPs are designed by varying different activation functions, solvers and configurations of hidden layers. On this way, aforementioned MLPs are trained and tested for each of decay state coefficients individually. As a first measure of MLP regression performance, mean relative error of each predicted decay state coefficient is used. Mean relative error can be calculated as:
where N is the number of samples in test dataset and d i is a percent relative error of predicted decay state coefficient, calculated as:
where y ti represents true value of decay state coefficient and y ri represents predicted decay state coefficient for one sample of input parameters. By using Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), mean relative error of each MLP will be calculated. In the case of both decay state coefficients, MLP with the lowest mean relative error for each activation function will be presented. For aforementioned MLPs, mean relative error for each value of decay state coefficient in test dataset will be calculated as:
where M represents number of samples with the same value of true decay state coefficient, and d j is calculated as:
By using presented criteria, possibility of MLP utilization for prediction of GT compressor decay state coefficient and GT decay state coefficient will be discussed.
Results and discussion

Prediction of GT compressor decay state coefficient
When MLPs for prediction of GT compressor decay state coefficient are compared, it can be seen that mean relative error lower than 1.3 % is achieved if Logistic sigmoid or Tanh activation function is used, as shown in Table 3 . In the case of Logistic sigmoid activation function, the lowest mean relative error achieved is 1.094 %. A slightly higher mean relative error of 1.294 % is achieved if Tanh activation function is utilized. If MLPs are designed with ReLU activation function, error rates are significantly higher. The lowest mean relative error achieved with these MLPs is 11.421 %. It can be noticed that the lowest mean relative error of MLP designed with any of three afore- mentioned activation functions is achieved if L-BFGS solver is utilized. If Logistic sigmoid activation function is used, MLP achieves the highest accuracy if it is designed with one hidden layer of 100 ANs. In the case of Tanh, the lowest mean relative error is achieved if MLP with one hidden layer of 50 Ans is utilized. In the case of ReLU activation function, the lowest mean relative error is achieved if MLP is designed with four hidden layers with 100, 50, 50 and 20 ANs, respectively.
When mean relative errors for each of real values in test dataset are compared it can be seen that, if ReLU activation function is used, the highest mean relative error occurs in the case when the real value is equal to 0.965. In all other cases, mean relative error is, in the absolute value, lower than 25 %, as shown in Fig. 4 . In the case of Tanh activation function, it can be noticed that mean relative error, in absolute value, do not exceed 3 %, regardless of the real value. It can also be noticed that the lowest mean relative error is achieved for samples with real value between 0.97 and 0.98, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Furthermore, in Fig. 5 can be noticed that for samples with lower real value, predicted values are higher than real, while in the case of higher real values, values predicted with MLP are slightly lower. Similar properties are noticed in the case of Logistic sigmoid activation function, Fig. 6 . In this case, MLP also achieves mean absolute value of relative errors lower than 3 %. Most significant difference between two aforementioned MLPs is slightly higher oscillations of mean error values in the case of Logistic sigmoid activation function. Described trend in regard of positive and negative relative errors is also present, as shown in Fig. 6 . Table 4 .
When MLP GT decay state coefficient prediction is performed by using ReLU activation function, it can be noticed that the highest errors are achieved in cases of the lower coefficient real values. The lowest errors are achieved for GT decay state coefficients between the values of 0.988 and 0.989. If this MLP is utilized for higher GT decay state coefficient values, it can be noticed that the relative errors, in absolute value, are notably high. It can also be noticed that the relative errors achieved on lower real values of GT decay state coefficient are positive, while those achieved on higher real values of GT decay state coefficient are negative, Fig. 7 . In the case of MLP designed with Tanh activation function, it can be seen that the lowest mean relative errors are achieved for prediction of GT decay state coefficient with real values between 0.985 and 0.990. Such MLP, in average, achieves higher values in case of lower GT decay state coefficient values and lower values for higher GT decay state coefficient values, as shown in Fig. 8 . The described trend is similar to previously shown cases.
Similar results are achieved if Logistic sigmoid activation function is used. In this case, the lowest mean relative error is achieved for prediction of the GT decay state coefficient with the true value of 0.988. As in the case shown in Fig. 8 , MLP achieves slightly higher values for prediction of lower GT decay state coefficient values and slightly lower values for prediction of higher GT decay state coefficient values as shown in Fig. 9 .
When all presented results are summarized, it can be concluded that MLPs designed with Tanh and Logistic sigmoid activation function are performing with lower error rate, in comparison to MLPs designed with ReLU activation function. This property occurs for prediction of both decay state coefficients. In the case of GT decay state coefficient prediction, lower mean relative errors are achieved in comparison to the case of GT compressor decay state coefficient prediction. In the case of GT decay state coefficient prediction, the lowest achieved mean relative error is 0.622 %, while in the case of GT compressor decay state coefficient prediction, the lowest achieved mean relative error is 1.094 %, as shown in Fig. 10 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, an MLP approach to condition-based maintenance of CODLAG propulsion system vital components (GT and GT compressor) is presented. Influence of MLP hyperparameters on prediction error is observed and mean error for each configuration is presented. After that, mean prediction error for each true value of decay state coefficient is calculated (for both GT and GT compressor), and results are compared. From presented results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• There is a possibility for MLP implementation in solving tasks of condition-based maintenance of CODLAG propulsion system and in tasks of GT and GT compressor decay state coefficients prediction, • The lowest error rates are achieved if Tanh or Logistic sigmoid activation functions are used for MLP design, while MLPs designed with ReLU activation function are performing with higher prediction error, • The lowest error rates are achieved if L-BFGS solver is used for MLP training. Based on presented results, it can be concluded that in future studies, a similar approach can be used for condition-based maintenance of other marine propulsion systems, such as diesel engines and steam turbines.
